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Abstract—In this paper, an attempt is made to reason an abstract motion of a target object when the
object is manipulated through a task order. The reasoning algorithm is used as a function in the system
that navigates layman’s robot programming. The task order consists of two words: Task and Target
(e.g., ‘switch on’ and ‘light’). There are three kinds of motions: Linear, Circular and Point-To-Point
motion. The system chooses a suitable motion. In the reasoning, it is important to be able to reason
from various input words using a limited knowledge base. Therefore, a knowledge base is proposed
that consists of a thesaurus and minimum knowledge. The knowledge defines only words that directly
stand for the motions (e.g., ‘turn’ means Circular motion). The knowledge is propagated through
hypernyms and hyponyms in the thesaurus. A motion is reasoned using the propagated knowledge in
Task and Target. Moreover, learning, which results from on-site updating of the knowledge from the
user, achieves reinforcement/customization of the knowledge base. The system successfully reasoned
motions from various task orders. Moreover, for the robot programming of a door-opening task, a
robot with the reasoning system reasoned a motion of the door and realized the task.
Keywords: Reasoning; semantics; thesaurus; robot programming; service robot.
1. INTRODUCTION
Realization of various object-handling tasks by a service robot has been expected for
a long time. Since it is currently difficult for a robot to acquire a task autonomously,
programming by a user is a feasible approach. In particular, teaching-by-showing
(programming-by-demonstration) is a powerful method of robot programming. In
teaching-by-showing, a system extracts pre-defined task features from its visual
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observation of the user’s demonstration; therefore, even laymen can easily program
the task.
Many kinds of task features have been proposed in past studies. Kuniyoshi
et al. [1] have extracted hand–object actions by qualitative changes in camera
images (e.g. an object has disappeared, which means an object was picked up).
Maeda et al. [2] have extracted pushing motion and pick-and-place motion by
three-dimensional Hough transformation. Takamatsu et al. [3] have extracted
transitions of contact configurations between two blocks. Billard et al. [4] have
applied a probabilistic analysis to data in Cartesian and joint spaces to classify five
manipulation strategies (e.g., moves only a specific box or moves all boxes in a
specific direction). However, it is difficult to extract the task features correctly
because a human demonstration, which is intrinsically not mechanical, always
includes errors.
In this study, therefore, an attempt is made to extract a feature based on a
linguistic interpretation of a task order instead of an analysis of a demonstration.
The extraction is called ‘reasoning’ hereinafter. Assumptions and an overview of
the reasoning are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, a knowledge base for the
reasoning is introduced. An algorithm of the reasoning is described in Section 4.
In Section 5, the algorithm of the learning (i.e., updating the knowledge base) is
introduced. In Section 6, both the credibility of the reasoning and the effectivity
of the learning are evaluated; moreover, the feasibility of robot programming
with reasoning is validated through programming of a door-opening task. The
conclusions follow in Section 7.
2. OVERVIEW
2.1. Assumptions
The assumed service robot is a position-controlled mobile manipulator with a com-
mon hand (e.g., a two-finger hand). It performs object-handling tasks. Takase [5]
reported that the tasks can be achieved by a sequence of motions. He classified the
motions through glossaries of technical terms, as shown in Fig. 1. In this study,
definitions are given which show that the robot can treat the tasks achieved by (2)
and (3) because it is difficult for the robot to manipulate industrial tools or flexible
objects. In addition, non-position-controlled motions in motions (1) are also out of
scope.
However, the robot can treat objects that do not change their forms; it does not
treat objects such as powder, liquid, living things, food and flexible objects. When
these objects are in rigid containers, the robot can manipulate the containers instead
of the objects.
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2.2. Definition of task features
As mentioned in Section 1, teaching-by-showing has pre-defined task features.
Since it is unrealistic to add new features at every new teaching, it is natural to
consider applying features that are common in every task. The motions in Fig. 1 are
potential features because tasks can be achieved by a sequence of motions. Among
the motions, those in (1) are picked up since they can express the motions in (2),
(3), (4) and (5). Motion (1) includes 18 motions, as shown in Fig. 2. Among the 18
motions, there are eight position-controlled motions; furthermore, the eight motions
can be classified by kinds of motions on an object (the strict definition is ‘motions
on Grasp Point (GP) on an object’). Therefore, the above two motions — Linear
Figure 1. Classified motions. Motions from (2) to (5) can be expressed by combinations of motions
in (1).
Figure 2. Classification of motions in motion (1).
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motion and Circular motion — are adopted as the features. In addition, there are
tasks that have only start and goal positions (e.g., fetch); the Point-To-Point (PTP)
motion is added to the features. Almost all of the tasks that occur in a home or office
can be expressed using combinations of Linear motion, Circular motion and PTP
motion. For instance, when a task order ‘turn off a printer’ is executed, a switch of
a printer moves with Linear motion. When ‘open a refrigerator’ is executed, a door
on a refrigerator moves with Circular motion. When ‘return a book’ is executed, a
book moves with PTP motion.
2.3. Format of reasoning
Reasoning means choosing motion(s) from a task order. Figure 3 is an overview
of the reasoning. At input, the task order is formed with only two words, Task
and Target, which form the most basic of task orders. Output is motion(s). An
impossible task applies to a task that does not use manipulator or a dexterous task.
Any task order composed of natural language, which is rich (i.e., a large amount
of words) and ambiguous (i.e., a word has multiple meanings), will complicate
the reasoning. Expert systems [6–8] have primarily been used to deal with these
complications. Furthermore, there are some studies that treat task understanding
using semantics [9] or self-organizing memory [10]. However, their private manual
knowledge bases have limitations with regard to the treatment of the richness and
ambiguity of natural language. The problem has motivated the establishment of
a Semantic Web [11]; unfortunately, it is still in its initial stages [12]. As a
result, for the purposes of this study, an electronic thesaurus is used. Since the
thesaurus is only a dictionary of related terms, knowledge for the reasoning is
added. The knowledge refers to motions included in Fig. 1. The knowledge
is propagated through hypernyms and hyponyms in the thesaurus, which enable
reasoning from any task order. Moreover, the propagated knowledge has been
updated (it is called ‘learning’ in this study) using the correct paths by a user in
order to reinforce/customize the knowledge base. Details of the above algorithm
will be described in the following sections.
Figure 3. Input and output of reasoning.
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3. BUILDING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE
3.1. Thesaurus — lexical database for the knowledge base
The applied thesaurus is WordNet2.0 [13]. Its design is inspired by current psy-
cholinguistic and computational theories of human lexical memory. English nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into synonym sets, each representing
one underlying lexical concept. Different relations link the synonym sets. In this
study, only verbs and nouns are applied since every Task/Target is a verb/noun.
WordNet has Hypernyms and Hyponyms when they are connected, they form
trees (Fig. 4). The structure of the trees corresponds to the relationships between
concepts of the words. Therefore, this study uses the trees as a lexical database for
the knowledge base.
3.2. Knowledge for tasks and objects
The trees are just words classified through their similarities; the words are not
associated with tasks/objects that the robot can manipulate. For instance, the
reasoning system cannot understand the following sentences.
• Turn stands for a rotational motion.
• Kindness cannot be manipulated by a robot hand.
In this study, therefore, knowledge is added into the trees. The knowledge means
words that clearly stand for a Linear motion, Circular motion, PTP motion and
Impossible task.
The addition consists of two parts. The first step is an exception of words that
do not express tasks/objects using lexicographer files included in WordNet. There
are 45 lexicographer files, which form an index based on syntactic category and
logical groupings. Table 1 shows part of the lexicographer files. The entire files are
described in Ref. [14]. The following two production rules are definitions of the
unperformable tasks or unmanageable targets based on Section 2.1.
(i) IF a Task is not included in verb.change, verb.contact or verb.motion, THEN a
robot CANNOT execute the Task.
Figure 4. Trees of verbs and nouns.
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(ii) IF a Target is not included in noun.artifact, THEN a robot CANNOT execute
the Target.
As shown in Fig. 5, the production rules clip untreatable tasks and targets in the
trees; if a user orders using the words included in the clipped parts, the system
replies Impossible task.
The second step contains detailed definitions of words that stand for Linear
motion, Circular motion, PTP motion or Impossible task included in verb.change,
verb.contact, verb.motion and noun.artifact. Table 2 shows the defined rules. First,
rules for Tasks (verbs) are defined. For the definitions of Linear motion and Circular
motion (nos 1 and 2), the words in motion (1) in Fig. 2 are used. However, there is no
word that stands for PTP motion in Fig. 2. The words from motion (2) are therefore
selected (no. 3). Although the words representing untreatable tasks are derived
Table 1.
Lexicographer files
File number Name Contents
00 adj.all all adjective clusters
05 noun.animal nouns denoting animals
06 noun.artifact nouns denoting man-made objects
08 noun.body nouns denoting body parts
13 noun.food nouns denoting foods and drinks
17 noun.object nouns denoting natural objects e.g. mountain, island (not man-made)
18 noun.person nouns denoting people
20 noun.plant nouns denoting plants
27 noun.substance nouns denoting substances
28 noun.time nouns denoting time and temporal relations
29 verb.body verbs of grooming, dressing, and bodily care
30 verb.change verbs of size, temperature change, intensifying, and others
35 verb.contact verbs of touching, hitting, tying, and digging
38 verb.motion verbs of walking, flying, and swimming
44 adj.ppl participial adjectives
Figure 5. Clipping of untreatable tasks and targets.
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from motions (1), (4) and (5), the words themselves in (4) and (5) are not used
since some of the words do not strictly satisfy the definitions of the motions (e.g.,
although motion (5) contains wash, wash can be used for both flexible and rigid
objects). Moreover, it is not reasonable to define Impossible task for all motions
in (4) and (5), although reasoning with minimum knowledge is this paper’s policy.
Therefore, instead of words, a more conceptual definition is used for (4) and (5) in
no. 5.
Next, rules for Targets (nouns) are defined. Since nouns have no definitions of
the motions such as Fig. 2, nouns (Targets) that are usually moved with Linear
motion, Circular motion or PTP motion during their manipulations are defined as
knowledge. Concretely, nouns whose glossaries contain words that stand for Linear
motion, Circular motion or PTP motion (i.e. words in nos 1–3) are selected in
nos 6–8. In addition, nouns (Targets) that have the parts which cause the Targets
to be moved with Linear motion or Circular motion are selected in nos 10 and 11.
However, in no. 9, the words that stand for an untreatable target are derived from
Section 2.1.
3.3. Addition of probabilities and certainties
To propagate the knowledge in Table 2 throughout the trees and then enable the
reasoning, this study defines a set of
• Am(w): an accordance between word (w) and motion (m), and
• Cm(w): certainty factor for Am(w) for each word,
as shown in Fig. 6. In the case of w = verb (i.e., w = Task), for instance,
Accr(rotate) = 1.0 means that ‘an object moves with Circular motion when
it is rotated’. In the case of w = noun (i.e., w = Target), for instance,
Alnr(sliding door) = 1.0 means that ‘there is a sliding door that moves with Linear
motion’. Moreover, Clnr(sliding door) = 0.5 means that the system has moderate
(50%) certainty for Alnr(sliding door) = 1.0.
Four sets of Am(w) and Cm(w) are set in each word: Alnr(w) and Clnr(w), Accr(w)
and Cccr(w), Aptp(w) and Cptp(w), Aimp(w) and Cimp(w). Note that each Am(w) is
Figure 6. Setting of Am(w) and Cm(w).
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independent; the independence can express compatibility with words. (In this study,
‘compatibility’ means ‘a word includes two contradictory meanings’. ‘Ambiguity’
means ‘one word can be interpreted in various meanings’.) For instance, ‘open
stands for Linear or Circular motion depending on Target’ can be expressed using
Alnr(open) = 1.0 and Accr(open) = 1.0.
3.4. Setting values of probabilities and certainties
The values on Am(w) and Cm(w) in each node in the trees are set using the
production rules in Table 2. First, the rules are converted to values in Am(w)
and Cm(w). Table 3 shows parts of the values.
Table 2.
Production rules
For Task (verb.change, verb.contact, verb.motion)
Identification of words themselves
No. 1 IF Task is lift, pull, push or slide, THEN a object moves with a Linear motion, NOT moves
with a Circular nor PTP motion and a robot can execute the Task.
No. 2 IF Task is incline, swing, turn or twist, THEN a object moves with a Circular motion, NOT
moves with a Linear nor PTP motion and a robot can execute the Task.
No. 3 IF Task is bring, transfer or carry, THEN a object moves with a PTP motion, NOT moves
with a Linear nor Circular motion and a robot can execute the Task.
No. 4 IF Task is impact, shake, strike, support or vibrate, THEN a robot CANNOT execute the
Task.
Identification of words in glossaries
No. 5 IF Task has with toola or flwxible form in its glossary THEN a robot CANNOT execute the
Task.
Identification of words in holonyms
N/A
For Target (noun.artifact)
Identification of words themselves
N/A
Identification of words in glossaries
No. 6 IF Target has slide, pull or push in its glossary, THEN Target moves with a Linear motion
and a robot can manipulate the Target.
No. 7 IF Target has turn, rotate or swing in its glossary, THEN Target moves with a Circular
motion and a robot can manipulate the Target.
No. 8 IF Target has bring, transfer or carry in its glossary, THEN Target moves with a PTP motion
and a robot can manipulate the Target.
No. 9 IF Target has flexible, powder or liquid in its glossary, THEN a robot CANNOT execute the
Task.
Identification of words in holonyms
No. 10 IF Target has linear guide as its part, THEN Target moves with a Linear motion and a robot
can manipulate the Target.
No. 11 IF Target has hinge as its part, THEN Target moves with a Circular motion and a robot can
manipulate the Target.
a WordNet uses tool as an industrial tool.
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Table 3.
Initial probabilities and certainties
No. Am(w) Cm(w)
1 Alnr(slide) = 1.0 Clnr(slide) = 1.0
Accr(slide) = 0.0 Cccr(slide) = 1.0
Aptp(slide) = 0.0 Cptp(slide) = 1.0
Aimp(slide) = 0.0. . . Cimp(slide) = 1.0. . .
Alnr(pull) = 1.0. . . Clnr(pull) = 1.0. . .
(total 16 pieces) (total 16 pieces)
5 Aimp(bore) = 1.0 Cimp(bore) = 0.8
(total 6 pieces) (total 6 pieces)
7 Accr(screw) = 1.0. . . Cccr(screw) = 0.8. . .
Accr(winch) = 1.0. . . Cccr(winch) = 0.8. . .
(total 460 pieces) (total 460 pieces)
10 N/A N/A
11 Accr(gate) = 1.0 Cccr(gate) = 1.0. . .
Accr(swing_door) = 1.0. . . Cccr(swing_door) = 1.0. . .
(total 12 pieces) (total 12 pieces)
Many words in Table 2 have multiple meanings; hence, authors determined
whether or not each meaning matched the rule by using its glossary. Nevertheless,
authors were not able to discriminate the multiple meanings from rules nos 5–9,
which indicate associated words in the glossary with specially developed software.
Therefore, this study sets Cm(w) = 0.8 for the penalty.
Next, the sets of Am(w) and Cm(w) in Table 3 are stored in the tree; then, the
sets are propagated to other sets without values, as shown in Fig. 7. This process
is performed for each motion (m = lnr, ccr, ptp, imp) independently. The system
starts a depth-first search from the root node. If it reaches a node with a value,
it calculates Am(w) and Cm(w) in its adjoining nodes that have no value. The
calculation method depends on the hierarchical relationship between the current
node and the adjoining nodes. The following is the basic principle to define the
method:
• A child node inherits concepts of a parent node.
• Concepts of a parent are weighted averages of concepts of child nodes.
• Among brother nodes, only concepts that are inherited by a parent node are
common. It is unknown whether unique concepts of brother nodes are common.
Furthermore, in order to adopt the value with the most reliable concept, the node(s)
within only one hierarchy is used for the calculation even if nodes in different
hierarchies have values. The priority of the hierarchy is the order of parents, a child
and a brother. Equations for the calculation are shown in (1)–(6) (refer to Fig. 7).
Using parent node:
Am(w) = Am(p), (1)
Cm(w) = Cm(p), (2)
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Figure 7. Propagation of Am(w) and Cm(w).
p represents the parent node of w.
Using child nodes:
Am(w) =
∑n
i=1(Am(ci) · Cm(ci))∑n
i=1 Cm(ci)
, (3)
Cm(w) =
∑n
i=1 Cm(ci)
n
, (4)
c represents the child node of w, i is the number of child nodes and n is quantity of
child nodes.
Using brother nodes:
Am(w) =
∑n
i=1(Am(bi) · Cm(bi))∑n
i=1 Cm(bi)
, (5)
Cm(w) = 0.0, (6)
b represents the brother node of w, i is the number of brother nodes and n is quantity
of brother nodes.
To use Am(w) with high certainty, (3) and (5) apply the weighted average
with Cm(w) as their weightings. Equations (3) and (4) are executed after all child
nodes are searched. Equations (5) and (6) are also executed after all brother nodes
are searched; moreover, only sets of Am(bi) and Cm(bi) with values are used for
the calculation. If brother nodes are used in the calculation, their parent node has
no value due to the priority. Namely, the values in Am(bi) and Cm(bi) are not
inherited by the parent. Therefore, Cm(w) in (6) is 0.0 following the last item in the
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above principle (i.e., it is unknown whether unique concepts of brother nodes are
common).
After a value in an adjoining node is calculated, the value is also used to calculate
its adjoining nodes without any value. Therefore, the calculations propagate the
values in Table 3. To utilize not only the inheritance from parent nodes, but also
tracking back the hierarchy using values of child and brother nodes, enables the
system to set values in all nodes, even if a small number of nodes receive the initial
values. However, the system cannot propagate the values when no node receives the
value in Table 3, such as a center tree in Fig. 7.
4. REASONING
After setting the values in Am(w) and Cm(w), the reasoning is ready. The process
of the reasoning is as follows:
(i) Judgment whether task order is executable or not.
(ii) Decision of a priority about Task or Target.
(iii) Reasoning of motion(s) (Fig. 8).
(iv) Removal of discrepancies of the motion(s) between Task and Target.
In (i), the system judges an impossible task order, as in Fig. 5. This process is a
screening before real reasoning; an impossible task order is reasoned using Aimp(w)
and Cimp(w) again.
In (ii), the system uses Task preferentially for the reasoning because Task
generally assumes responsibility for the object’s motion. It uses Target only when
Am(T ask) and Cm(T ask) of all motions are without believability. In this study,
‘without believability’ is defined as Am(w) · Cm(w) < motion_thr , and the value
of motion_thr is 0.25 in this study. 0.25 was defined by intuition of the authers. In
addition, if Am(w) ·Cm(w) < motion_thr in both Task and Target, the system also
applies Task.
Figure 8. Reasoning of motion.
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In (iii), the system examines m_ans that means motion(s), which have a maximum
Am(w) · Cm(w) and its around values, as shown in:
m_ans = {m∗, m∗∗}, (7)
where:
m∗ = argmax
m
{Am(w) · Cm(w)},
m∗∗ =



{m|Am(w) · Cm(w)  mlt} Am∗′ (w)  0 ∩ Cm∗′ (w)  0
{m|Am(w) + Cm(w)  add} else if add  0
{Am(w) + Cm(w)  0} otherwise,
mlt = Am∗′ (w) · Cm∗′ (w),
add = Am∗′ (w) + Cm∗′ (w),
Am∗′ (w) = Am∗(w) − Athr ,
Cm∗′ (w) = Cm∗(w) − Cthr .
If all motions Am(w)·Cm(w) are 0.0, the system uses only Am(w) for the reasoning.
In addition, in this study, the values of both Athr and Cthr are fixed as 0.2, as defined
by intuition of the authors.
In (IV), if the system uses Task for the reasoning and the number of reasoned
motions is larger than one, there remains a motion(s) that satisfies Am_ans(T arget) ·
Cm_ans(T arget)  motion_thr because Am(T arget) · Cm(T arget) has not
been checked if Task is used for the reasoning except Am(T ask) · Cm(T ask) <
motion_thr . If no motion remains, the above canceling is invalid and all canceled
motions are backed in the solution set. However, if the system uses Target, it cancels
reasoned motion(s) with Am_ans(T ask) = 0.0 and Cm_ans(T ask) = 1.0 because
Am(T ask) · Cm(T ask) has already been checked.
5. LEARNING
The knowledge base has not filled all values of Am(w) and Cm(w) such as the
center upper tree in Fig. 7. Moreover, there are no correct answers because unique
common knowledge cannot be defined. For instance, the form of a faucet differs
according to the environment in which a robot works; faucets with rotating handle
are common in some homes and faucets with push-buttons or levers are common
in other homes. Therefore, a faucet’s motion to turn on/off should be changed
according to the faucet’s form. To reinforce and customize the knowledge base,
the system updates Am(w) and Cm(w) using input from a user. The term ‘learning’
refers to this updating.
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Figure 9. Update process of Am(w) and Cm(w).
First, a user gives new accordance Auserm (w) and its certainty Cuserm (w) in both Task
and Target. While the value of all Auserm (w) is fixed as 1.0, the value of Cuserm (w) can
be changed by the user. After the input, the system updates Am(w) and Cm(w)
and their adjoining nodes Am(w) and Cm(w). The update progresses under the
following steps (refer to Fig. 9):
(i) Current node.
(ii) All lower nodes of (i).
(iii) Brother nodes of (i).
(iv) All lower nodes of (iii).
(v) Parent node of (i).
During the update, it also considers the hierarchical relationship in Section 3.4.
In (i), the system calculates Atmpm (w) and C tmpm (w): temporary updating values, as
shown in:
Atmpm (w) = Auserm (w), (8)
C tmpm (w) = Cuserm (w) · α. (9)
α is a certainty factor. It is applied to prevent modification of knowledge defined in
Table 3 by uncertain Auserm (w) and Cuserm (w). Its value is 0.5 in this study, as defined
by intuition of the authors.
Next, the system calculates Aj+1m (w) and Cj+1m (w): fixed updating values. The
equations are changed according to a closeness between C tmpm (w) and Cjm(w), as
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shown in:
A
j+1
m (w) =



A
tmp
m (w) C
tmp
m (w) > C
j
m(w) + C_thr
A
j
m(w) C
tmp
m (w) < C
j
m(w) − C_thr
A
tmp
m (w) · Ctmpm (w) + Ajm(w) · Cjm(w)
C
tmp
m (w) + Cjm(w)
otherwise,
(10)
C
j+1
m (w) =



C
tmp
m (w) C
tmp
m (w) > C
j
m(w) + C_thr
C
j
m(w) C
tmp
m (w) < C
j
m(w) − C_thr
C
tmp
m (w) + Cjm(w)
2
otherwise.
(11)
Suffix j means before update and j+1 means after update. C_thr is already defined
in Section 4. Furthermore, if C tmpm (w) < Cjm(w) − C_thr , the system quits to go to
the next step.
In (ii) and (iv), the system calculates Atmpm (w) and C tmpm (w), as shown in:
Atmpm (w) = Am(p), (12)
C tmpm (w) = Cm(p), (13)
p represents the parent node of w.
Next, the system calculates Aj+1m (w) and Cj+1m (w) using (10) and (11).
In (iii), the system calculates Atmpm (w) and C tmpm (w), as shown in:
Atmpm (w) =
∑n
i=1(Am(bi) · Cm(bi))∑n
i=1 Cm(bi)
, (14)
C tmpm (w) = 0.0. (15)
b represents the brother node of w, i is the number of brother nodes and n is a
quantity of brother nodes, which includes nodes of w and step (i).
Next, the system calculates Aj+1m (w) and Cj+1m (w) using (10) and (11).
In (v), the system calculates Atmpm (w) and C tmpm (w), as shown in:
Atmpm (w) =
∑n
i=1(Am(ci) · Cm(ci))∑n
i=1 Cm(ci)
, (16)
C tmpm (w) =
∑n
i=1 Cm(ci)
n
, (17)
c represents the child node of w, i is the number of child nodes and n is a quantity of
child nodes. Next, the system calculates Aj+1m (w) and Cj+1m (w) using (10) and (11).
After (v) has been performed, the system resets the parent node to the current node
and repeats from (iii) to (v). This causes the user’s input to be propagated through
the tree.
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6. REASONING EXPERIMENTS
This chapter introduces experiments in which the system determines motions on
the basis of various task orders. First, the results of reasoning using the knowledge
base limited to the initial knowledge in Section 3.2 are introduced. Next, reasoning
results after learning are introduced.
6.1. Results using only initial knowledge
First, the reasoning system screened the input Task and Target to find any Impossible
tasks orders using lexicographer files (Section 3.2). Table 4 shows some results of
Impossible tasks.
Next, the system reasoned a motion(s) using Am(w) and Cm(w). Figure 10 shows
the results of the reasoning and their Am(w) · Cm(w) from six task orders. In
the graph, Am(w) · Cm(w) corresponding to answers show high values. At cut
rope, the answer was Impossible task because line, which is a parent node of rope,
corresponds to rule no. 9 in Table 2. At take box, the answer was PTP motion since
take and bring have the same meaning (i.e., they are stored in the same node) on
WordNet; therefore, take corresponds to rule no. 3. At lock key, the answer was
Circular motion because key corresponds to rule no. 7. No values within the graph
such as lock mean null, which was not calculated due to lack of the corresponding
production rules, as mentioned in Section 3.4. However, at fetch key, the answer
was PTP motion because the value of Aptp(f etch) · Cptp(f etch) was larger than
the value of Accr(key) · Cccr(key). At open door and open drawer, although all
motions Am(open) · Cm(open) was null, the system selected correct answers using
Am(drawer) · Cm(drawer) or Am(door) · Cm(door). drawer corresponds to rule
no. 6, and door corresponds to rules nos 6 and 7. Note that the reasoned motions
are not always specified by the compatibility of words such as door.
6.2. Results after learning
The percentage of right answers versus the number of leaning opportunities was
evaluated. The following list steps of the learing experiment. First, the reasoning
system reasoned abstract motions for the 10 test data shown in Table 5. Second,
a user fed training data shown in Table 6 into the reasoning system. Third,
Table 4.
Reason of impossible tasks
Task Target Cause of Impossible task
connect Internet connect belongs to lexi. file ‘communication’.
input data data belong to lexi. file ‘group’.
persuade wife wife belongs to lexi. file ‘person’.
pour coffee coffee belongs to lexi. file ‘food, drink’.
sew skirt sew belongs to lexi. file ‘creation’.
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Figure 10. Reasoning results through only initial knowledge.
Table 5.
Results of learning
Task Target Answer Reasoning after learning opportunities
0a 10 20 30 40
close door L or Cb L or C C C C L or C
close drawer L L C C C L
insert plug L C C C C C
liftc box P L or C L or C L or C L or C L or C
mop corridor L A A A L L
open refrigerator C P P P P P
return book P P P P P P
turn off printer L L or C L L L L
take away glass P P P P P P
vacuum floor L C C L L L
Right answers ratio 1.0 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7
a The number of learning opportunities.
b L: Linear, C: Circular, P: PTP, I: Impossible, A: All kinds of motions.
c Lift in this experiment means ‘take hold of something and move it to a different location’, not
‘raise from a lower to a higher position’.
the reasoning system propagated the training data. Finally, the reasoning system
reasoned abstract motions for the test data again. The second step to the last step
were repeated until the 40th learing stage.
Table 5 shows the results of learning about typical domestic tasks. Table 6 shows
trained data that caused changes in the results. The ratio of right answers was 0.4 at
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Table 6.
Beneficial training data
No. Task Target training data effect on test data
1 close cap Auserccr (close) = 1.00 Accr(close) = null → 1.00
Cuserccr (close) = 1.00 Cccr(close) = null → 0.50
Auserccr (cap) = 1.00
Cuserccr (cap) = 1.00
6 switch off stereo Auserlnr (switchoff ) = 1.00 Alnr(turn off ) = 0.36 → 1.00
Cuserlnr (switchoff ) = 1.00 Clnr(turn off ) = 0.00 → 0.50
Auserlnr (stereo) = 1.00
Cuserlnr (stereo) = 1.00
18 sweep entrance Auserlnr (sweep) = 1.00 Alnr(vacuum) = null → 1.00
Cuserlnr (sweep) = 1.00 Clnr(vacuum) = null → 0.00
Auserlnr (entrance) = 1.00
Cuserlnr (entrance) = 1.00
25 swab desk Auserlnr (swab) = 1.00 Alnr(mop) = null → 1.00
Cuserlnr (swab) = 1.00 Clnr(mop) = null → 0.16
Auserlnr (desk) = 1.00
Cuserlnr (desk) = 1.00
31 close shutter Auserlnr (close) = 1.00 Alnr(close) = 1.00 → 1.00
Cuserlnr (close) = 1.00 Clnr(close) = 0.11 → 0.50
Auserlnr (shutter) = 1.00
Cuserlnr (shutter) = 1.00
time 0 and after it dropped to 0.3, it rose to 0.7 at time 40. That is, the answers of
the reasoning move gradually closer to the correct answers through learning.
At the learning of words including compatibility, oscillation of their reasoning
results is a significant point. For instance, motions of close change to Linear motion
or Circular motion depending on objects. When Am(close) and Cm(close) are
updated, there is a possibility that reasoning results oscillate between Linear motion
and Circular motion. At close door and close drawer, the reasoning results of the
proposed method, which has independent Am(w), Cm(w) in each motion, oscillates
until no. 30 when unfilled Am(w), Cm(w) exests. However, the results converge on
correct answers from no. 31 when all values of Am(w), Cm(w) are filled. Therefore,
the proposed method can reason/learn in consideration of the compatibility.
6.3. Application
As an application of the reasoning, a system that navigates robot programming by
an amateur user was introduced. The reasoned motion was used to make directions
for the user. Figure 11 shows pictures of robot programming for a door-opening
task. The following description is its digest.
(i) A user inputs open and door to the reasoning system as a task order (Fig. 11a).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 11. Robot programming of a door-opening task: (a) input open and door; (b) reasoning result;
(c) input rotation axis; (d) playback.
(ii) As shown in Fig. 11b, the system reasoned the motion. In ‘opinion’ on the
dialog box, the system output the reasoned motions. Am(w) and Cm(w) in
open and door can be seen in ‘reason’ on the dialog box. The system displayed
Linear or Circular motion as the answer because the concept of door includes
two types of door: a swing door and a sliding door. In this situation, the user
should identify the motion; the user input ‘Circular motion’ in Q.1 below the
dialog.
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Figure 12. Action sequence. Arguments in each action are used to create an actual motion.
(iii) As shown in Fig. 12, the system already has a sequence of the robot’s actions
to realize the reasoned motion. The system stored Circular_motion(·) in
Move_with_target.
(iv) The system asked the user to fill up the arguments in each action. Figure 11c
is a snapshot of the inquiry for the rotational axis.
(v) The robot executed open the door using the sequence (Fig. 11d). In addition,
the robot measured the pose of the doorknob using the pose of the mark. The
pose of the mark was measured through a camera image.
The system including the reasoning algorithm enabled us to figure out the abstract
motion of the object before it was programmed as the robot’s action. Thus,
the system can also request a demonstration of a specific motion to acquire
certain data (e.g., ‘Please grasp the door’). Moreover, the untrained user can
program tasks because the system informs the user of what the system wants to
be taught. In addition, if the reasoning algorithm is mounted in a teaching-by-
showing system, the system can remove sensory data error using information of
a reasoned abstract motion of an object. Hammel et al. [15] have developed
DeVAR (Desktop Vocational Assistant Robot) and have enumerated 46 robotic
tasks for individuals with high-level quadriplegia. The 46 tasks include meal
preparation/feeding, vocational, hygiene, recreational and miscellaneous tasks. To
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enumerate tasks handled by a service robot, we extracted 33 robotic tasks belonging
to meal preparation tasks and vocational tasks from the 46 tasks. Then, we checked
whether the 33 tasks can be executed with one motion: Linear motion, Circular
motion and PTP motion. As a result, 55% of the checked tasks can be executed
with one motion. Therefore, the reasoning is useful for the teaching of service
robots.
7. CONCLUSIONS
For the pre-knowledge of object-handling-task programming, in this paper an
attempt is made to reason an abstract motion of a target object through a task order,
which consists of two words, Task and Target (e.g., ‘switch on’ and ‘light’). The
kinds of motions are defined as Linear, Circular and Point-to-Point.
The core of the reasoning is the utilization of closeness among the meaning of
words. Moreover, a thesaurus makes it possible to use rich and ambiguous natural
language. Learning, which is the on-site updating of the knowledge base by the user,
achieved reinforcement/customization of the knowledge base. The effectiveness of
the proposed method was proved through three experiments: the reasoning, learning
and programming of a door-opening task.
This reasoning method can be used for not only the reasoning of abstract motion,
but reasoning of abstract grasping force, etc. (e.g., abstract grasp force can be
reasoned using this knowledge: ‘IF glossary of the Target contains fragile, a robot
has to grasp Target delicately’). Moreover, the method can also be expanded for
other applications (e.g., dialogue understanding for communication robots). One
problem is that the method cannot reason tasks that consist of more than one motion
(e.g., when we open a plastic bottle, we turn and lift its lid). It is assumed that the
questions from the reasoning system to the user represent an efficient solution. For
instance, the system asks whether or not another motion(s) is needed when a task’s
playback fails.
Interest in a Semantic Web has been increasing. When the knowledge about the
property of objects and a robot’s motions to realize various tasks are uploaded
and the reasoning system can use it, the system will be able to reason not only
objects motion but also object manipulation strategy. Its reasoning style will be
more natural and resemble that of humans.
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